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1. INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF NABA’A 

 
 
THE STUDY AND THE FIELD 

This thesis paper and thesis product analyse everyday practices and the           

engagement of mobility and hope among displaced Syrian and Syrian Kurdish women            

in a densely built up residential area of Lebanon. 

Based on audiovisual methods, the women have co-produced the majority of the            

thesis’ empirical material. The paper and the film present an analysis that provides             

insights into the women’s lifeworld while they were “waiting it out” in Naba'a. I show how                

the women’s lives were characterized by uncertainty, immobility and notions of hope            

which in the paper leads into a discussion about the distribution of hope and how the                

women’s maintenance of hope in various ways impacted their lives. 

This thesis contributes to current debates about the predicament of refugees as            

well as discussions about the situation in one of the neighbouring countries to Syria.              

The thesis taps into current political and societal debates about foreign policies,            

refugeeism  and international solidarity - topics that I find increasingly crucial to 1

address.  

1The fact or condition of being a refugee (Lexico.com 2019) 
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The neighbourhood of Naba’a (see appendix 2 for map) is located in the eastern              

suburbs of Lebanon’s capital, Beirut, within Bourj Hammoud - one of the most densely              

populated areas in the Middle East. From April to September 2018, I conducted             

fieldwork in Naba’a in order to explore the displaced women’s everyday practices and             

how they sought to engage themselves in their current lives while seeking to improve              

their conditions. I wanted to explore how the women interacted with the socio-political             

landscape and engaged hopes for the future while being stuck in the present.  

Refugees from Syria have become the largest refugee population from a single            

conflict in a generation. Over 6.6 million people have fled Syria since 2011, seeking              

safety in Lebanon, Turkey, Jordan and beyond (UNHCR 2019).  

According to Danish Refugee Council, the conflict in Syria needs to be            

understood as a global crisis which demands global responsibility and international           

burden sharing (DRC 2015). Various civil society actors have for years warned that             

Syria’s neighbours are “stretched too thin” and they call for urgent assistance and             

increased funding from the international community (Refugees International 2012). The          

rising number of refugees and migrants trying to cross the EU’s borders has led to what                

the media calls a “migrant crisis” and most EU member states are tightening their              

asylum regulations and fortifying their external borders. 

As the Syrian conflict has entered its eighth year, Syria’s neighbouring countries             

now host more than 41% of the displaced people from Syria (UNHCR 2019). Syrian              

refugees in neighboring countries face increasingly restrictive conditions (WP 2018) and           

debates around the return of Syrian refugees to Syria have started to emerge in              

Lebanon (The Nation 2018). 

Lebanon (see appendix 3 for map) is faced by increasing urban challenges,            

accumulating over years due to absence of national urban policies, external and internal             

displacements, ongoing conflicts between political parties and factions, sectarian         

tensions and deep poverty amongst parts of the population. The urban crisis was             

significantly exacerbated post 2011 by an influx of nearly 1.5 million refugees from Syria              

who have transformed the housing landscape of Lebanon (UN Habitat 2017). The            

refugees from Syria account for 30 percent of Lebanon's population, this being the             

highest concentration per capita of refugees in the world (ECPHAO 2019). 
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In line with government policy, no formal refugee camps have been established            

in Lebanon in response to the influx of Syrian refugees (UNHCR 2018) and 19% of all                

refugees live in informal settlements. The housing units are often in poor condition –              

lacking kitchens, toilets, doors, windows, electricity and/or running water (ibid.). 

The neighbourhood of Naba’a accommodates low income population groups         

including poor Lebanese, Syrian, Palestinian and Iraqi refugees and migrant workers           

from African and Asian countries (UN Habitat 2017). From 2011, Naba'a witnessed a             

dramatic increase in Syrians seeking refuge from the war (ibid.) and the Naba'a             

population survey from 2016 suggested an all-cohort resident count of 14,760, where            

almost two-thirds of these were Syrian refugees (ibid.).  

In Naba'a, I did fieldwork together with more than 20 displaced Syrian and Syrian              

Kurdish women and their families and networks (see appendix 4 for an overview of key               

participants). I did nine semi-structured interviews and three focus group interviews. As I             

began to visit the women’s homes, I observed how the female members of each              

household, aged between 15 to 46, shared somewhat similar thoughts about the            

present state of immobility and ideas about the future. 

Although each woman had her own purposeful project for aiming to pursue her             

hopes and dreams and each had different memories about the past in Syria and/or              

Rojava (Kurdish part of Syria), I experienced a lot of similarities in the way the women                

unfolded their everyday lives in Naba'a. While respecting and honouring the women’s            

diverse backgrounds and not aiming to frame them as a homogenous group, in this              

thesis I will refer to the women as “Syrian women” since they were regarded as “Syrian                

refugees” within public discourses and regulations in Lebanon, which, as will be clear in              

the thesis, highly impacted the women’s possibilities and self-perception. 

Human mobility has long been a central research area within anthropology (Köhn            

2016:7). As transnational migrations increase, questions about their meanings within          

various social and cultural contexts have become a major issue which contributes to an              

“anthropological debate about migration” (Glick Schiller et al. 1992; Papastergiadis          

2000; Castells and Miller 2009; Vertovec 2010 in Köhn 2016:7).  

This thesis seeks to contribute with new perspectives on the ways in which             

refugees - in particular women - are dealing with the situation in Syria’s neighbouring              

countries. With the aid of theories on human agency, hope, waiting, imagination,            
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(im)mobility and social navigation I analysed these women’s lifeworld; how they in            

different ways attempt to conduct their everyday lives in the present while “waiting it out”               

and hoping for another life in the future. 

I argue that the women, despite their precarious, uncertain and abnormal           

situation, managed to grasp moments of “normality” through everyday practices that           

took place inside of their homes - especially on their smartphones. As the use of phones                

activated imaginations about mobility and hopes for another life, I discuss the uneven             

distribution of hopes and mobility and how the realization of the women’s hopes not only               

relied on their capacity to act upon these hopes but most importantly depended on              

societal structures, power dynamics and politics. 

During my fieldwork I spent every day with the women, participating as best as I               

could in their daily tasks, consequently creating close bonds and friendships. As pointed             

out by Karen O’Reilly (2005:85), the personal attributes of anthropologists can both be a              

key and a barrier to field access. As all male members worked outside the houses               

during the day, the women and I created an intimate space together where we shared               

thoughts about life in Naba'a - in this case my gender was a key for taking part in this                   

space. 

During focus group interviews I had a female translator with me, but since I              

wanted to share as intimate a space as possible with the women, I conducted most of                

the fieldwork without a translator. Although I am experienced in Arabic, we sometimes             

faced language barriers, but the audiovisual collaboration helped us to overcome many            

of these. Every interview was recorded and later transcribed from Arabic to English. 

  

ACCESS AND METHODS 

In order to establish a local network in Naba'a while giving something back to the               

local community, I volunteered at the local NGO, Basmeh wa Zeitooneh (BZ), that runs              

a community centre in Naba'a. The Syrian women who visited BZ’s centre requested             

yoga sessions and as I am a yoga teacher, I practiced trauma sensitive yoga with the                

local women. After some weeks of volunteering, a woman invited me to visit her home               

which paved the way for my fieldwork. The woman, Samira, fled from Afrin to Naba'a in                

2011 together with her family. As she said herself, she knew every garbage can and               
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staircase in the area. Not only was Samira an amazing gatekeeper, she also became              

very dear to me. With time we developed a strong relationship which had more              

resemblance to a mom-daughter relationship than an anthropologist-interlocutor.  

Anthropologists conducting fieldwork need to explain their interlocutors the         

intentions of their research (Fluehr-Lobban 1994; O’Reilly 2005). As a means both to             

encourage greater openness and disclosure on the research process and to engender a             

more collaborative relationship between me and the women, I always brought these            

ethical considerations with me. On a regular basis I made sure to explain my              

background and research focus to the women which also helped me to ensure consent              

and transparency in relation to their participation and my intervention. 

As the aim of anthropology is to study together with the participants and to be               

side by side in the field in order to learn from them (Ingold 2014:387-389), I sought to be                  

together with the women as much as possible and via different methods to learn about               

their everyday lives. 

Above all, I did active participation with the women taking part in social activities              

and daily routines (Whyte 1979; Spradley 1980; Dewalt & Dewalt 1998; Gunn et al.              

2013). I spent a lot of time helping out in the houses, engaging in conversations with the                 

women, jotting down field notes on my smartphone by day and transcribing notes and              

reflections on my computer by night.  

Objectivity is situated and knowledge is always a shared process (Haraway           

1988:586) and the findings from my fieldwork were biased by my position. Even though              

the women to a very high degree collaborated, I am aware that my body, position and                

agenda impacted the field and the production of knowledge. I sought to align myself              

with this notion of “feminist objectivity” as I kept questioning myself how the knowledge I               

acquired was situated and shared with the women. Donna Haraway (ibid.:584) criticises            

anthropologists who position themselves with the unprivileged since these people are           

least likely to allow denial of the critical and interpretive core of all knowledge. As I                

positioned myself with a group of women with fewer privileges than me, I attempted to               

address these power dynamics by “passing the mic” and inviting the women to show              

and tell me about their life.  

Although participant observation has been considered a socially relevant         

research agenda that enables traditional “research subjects” to bring their own voices to             
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the research process (Hickey & Mohan 2004), I wanted to engage the women even              

more directly in this project.  

Among other approaches I was inspired by the experimental ethnographic          

filmmaker Trinh Minh-ha (1982; 1991), who sought to apply audiovisual media and 

montage not to represent “the others” – mainly Senegalese women – with whom she              

worked, but as a less authoritative mode of "speaking nearby". 

Nevertheless, I also wanted to move beyond Minh-ha's deconstructivist approach          

that hardly left any opportunities for the women of her films to speak for themselves. Via                

various audiovisual methods, I invited the women to co-produce the majority of the             

empirical material. This approach gave me the opportunity to explore the women’s            

perceptions, perspectives and positions related to their lives in Naba'a based on their             

shared words and thoughts. As I engaged this close collaboration I sought to include              

and share the women’s own voices in this thesis - which can even be seen as a step                  

ahead of Minh-ha’s approach.  

I applied "mental mapping"; a method that has been claimed to have a potential              

to convey unheard or marginalized voices to diverse audiences (Jung 2014:986). The            

women drew out the cognition, imagination and emotions they attached to their            

neighbourhood, homes and smartphones and as we see in the film, the mental maps              2

provided powerful messages and rich texts that conveyed the women’s identity, desires            

and their changing social locations (also see appendix 5). Multisensory data can provide             

the research subjects with better chances to express themselves more accurately (Jung            

2014:987), and the “mental mapping” helped me to better listen and understand the             

perspectives of the women.  

In addition to “mental mapping”, I applied “participatory photography”, a method           

that also draws from feminist theory and engages research participants as active            

partners in the research process (Wang 1999). “Participatory photography” enables the           

anthropologist together with her participants to examine social relationships through the           

study of the stories that are told during the production, consumption, and exchange of              

photos (Bowles 2017:109). To explore the women’s social relationships and social           

2 As I went through my domain analysis in my field notes during the research project (as recommended 
by Spradley 1980:96-97), I noticed that these three social dimensions of the women’s lives in Naba'a 
stood out - which every woman who did the “mental mapping” exercise agreed about as well 
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worlds, I handed out disposable cameras to the women together with copies of their              

maps inviting them to take photos of their lives in Naba'a (see appendix 6 for examples                

of this toolkit). “Participatory photography” allowed the women to share their thoughts            

about life in Naba'a and interviewing the women based on their photos placed me as an                

anthropologist in a proactive role where the photos served as a tool for dialogue. Both               

“mental mapping” and “participatory photography” offered me greater insights in the field            

compared to those of solely verbal interactions. 

 

 

THE PRODUCT 

The thesis product, “Hayaatna bi-Naba’a” [Our lives in Naba'a], is a photo film             

that consists of audiovisual material co-produced by the women from Naba'a. Based on             

a feedback process with these women, I have put the material into a film that presents                

an audiovisual analysis of the women’s everyday life in Naba'a. The film and paper              

complement each other as the film follows the structure of the paper while various of the                

paper’s analytical points are based on the film’s audiovisual expressions. The film can             

be viewed and reviewed at any time during the reading of this paper. The film and the                 

text are produced as two parts of a combined audiovisual and textual analysis, but each               

of them can also be explored individually. 

The film consists of photos, mental maps, statements, and soundscapes from           

Naba'a. Everything is narrated and produced by the women while I put the material into               

a structure and edited the film. I have worked on counter-narratives (inspired by, among              

others, Minh-ha (1991), Laura Marks (2000), Saba Mahmood (2005) and Ursula           
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Biemann (2006, 2008)) and from a bottom-up approach the viewer gets to explore and              

reflect on the women’s lifeworld. 

In February 2019, I revisited the women in Naba'a. As I wanted to keep them               

involved in the making of the product by using Jean Rouch’s principle of feedback              

(2003), I presented a draft of the film to the women and we got into discussions about                 

the empirical material and its messages. This approach also ensured the women’s            

approval of the product.  

From the start to the end, the women were very engaged in the project - partly                

because they had a lot of free time but also because they had a strong desire to share                  

their voices. The Syrian women in Naba'a were stuck in a difficult position with little               

space to speak up; this project gave them a moment and a small platform through which                

they could share their voices, frustrations and perspectives.  

Although all of the women gave their consent to participate in the fieldwork, I              

have anonymised several of the participants in this thesis as anthropologists have a             

responsibility to protect the privacy, welfare and safety of their interlocutors           

(Fluehr-Lobban 1994; de Konig et al. 2019). Nevertheless, some of the women had a              

strong desire to contribute to the film with their faces, words and voices. These women’s               

features might therefore be identifiable in the fim. David MacDougall (2005:5-8) points            

out that we need to be careful not to deny the people we work with the right to be seen.                    

For people, such as the women with whom I worked, who were forced away from their                

homes and in so many ways neglected and silenced, I believe it would be a violence of                 

me to deny them their will and right to appear and share their voices. Thus, I have made                  

an ethical compromise where I seek to protect the women’s privacy and safety by not               

revealing any real names while allowing the women who had a strong desire to appear               

and to speak up in the film still to do so. 

If I had anonymized the women in the film completely, not only would I have               

acted against their will and compromised with their agency, I also fear this would have               

distanced the viewer from these specific women’s lives. As MacDougall argues: “Visual            

(and I would add audible) knowledge provides one of our primary means of             

comprehending the experience of other people” (MacDougall 2005:3). With this film, the            

viewer is invited not only to acknowledge a group of women’s lives but to comprehend a                
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specific group of women’s lifeworld and to come as close as possible to these women’s               

experiences and everyday practices in Naba’a. 
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2. NO CLEAN AIR 
“Ma fii hawa nadhiif [there is no clean air],” Hayat stated as she did her mental                3

map of Naba'a. On the map, which features in “Hayaatna bi-Naba'a”, Hayat drew             

violence, trash, chaos, harassment, racism, dirty streets and pollution – all of which she              

associated with her life in Naba'a. “There is no work, no government, no love, no               

respect. I am alone here,” Hayat bursted out in the end while drawing herself as a girl                 

walking in the streets surrounded by men. 

  

 

 

In order to get an in-depth understanding of the everyday life of Hayat and other               

displaced women in Naba'a, it is vital to consider the physical circumstances and power              

structures that confined their movement and impacted their daily activities. To be able to              

grasp these structures, I explore the women’s perspectives of their neighbourhood. I            

present how they chose to move, or not to move, within this urban landscape and               

discuss how the political and social structures intersected with the women’s agency and             

movement – or lack thereof.  

3 In this text, I have included some of the women’s original statements by using the The Library of 
Congress’ Arabic romanization table (2019) 
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As we see in “Hayaatna bi-Naba'a” the mental maps of Naba'a were filled with              

drawings of trash, harassment, discrimination, divided societies and crowded streets. “I           

would like to leave from my house. To go to a place where I can breathe. Of course with                   

clean air but here it is impossible. Neither the air nor the people is clean. You feel like                  

wherever you go, you can get into troubles,” Jamila stated as we spoke about Naba'a.               

Jamila’s statement underlined a desire for going somewhere else and a frustration            

about being stuck in Naba'a. 

This sense of being stuck was shared among the other women. “Ma fii hawa              

nadhiif [there is no air]” was a commonly heard description of their current life status               

and together with Jamila and Hayat’s quotes, these statements highlighted the difficulty            

of being able to breath and thereby being able to stay alive in Naba'a. The statements                

underlined the women’s frustrations about their neighbourhood that restricted and          

controlled their ability to inhale clean air, to move freely and to live a decent life. 

“There are no police to protect the Syrians. You know, if this is a Syrian and he                 

makes a mistake, this Lebanese guy can destroy the Syrian. He can hit him without any                

reason (...) the Lebanese is always right and whatever the Syrian does, he is always               

wrong,” Jamila told me a Monday afternoon as we were looking down at the bustling               

streets of Naba'a from her tiny balcony. In the film we see and hear about Jamila’s life in                  

Naba'a. Her words exemplify how life as a Syrian in Naba'a seemed to be especially               

challenging due to the lack of security and rights. 

“Every mother wants to give her children the best life. I would love to give my                

children a better life than this. I would love my daughters to be like the other girls but                  

right now we just need to survive. We just need to get by until we can move somewhere                  

else. Therefore we stay inside,” Alya explained to me.  

The women felt surrounded by troubles, insecurity and chaos. In order to avoid as              

many problems as possible while in Naba'a, the women mainly chose to stay inside              

their houses. Alya’s quote also emphasizes how her current life was about surviving and              

“just” to stay safe while knowing that she couldn’t be the mother that she wanted to be                 

to her children. Several of the women told me similar stories about their lives in Naba'a.                

They all felt a need “just to get by” and they felt exposed to harassment and unequal                 

treatment.  
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The mental maps served as a solid point of departure for talking about life in               

Naba'a. Not only did the maps reveal important insights into the women’s perception of              

the neighbourhood, they also highlighted defining personal experiences, official         

regulations and social barriers that constrained their movement in the public sphere. 

As Jamila drew her map of Naba'a, she pointed out that she was afraid to get into                 

troubles if she went out in the streets by herself. “I never walk alone. There are all of                  

these problems,” she stated while drawing sketches of garbage, racism and men. “And             

then there are these guys,” she said and continued explaining: “They always sit in the               

streets. They don’t have work and they drink. They always look at the women. They are                

laughing and they talk in a bad way. If I walk by myself in the streets, and if they follow                    

me or talk bad to me, I can’t complain about them because there are no government or                 

police to help me”. 

Jamila only went outside of her house when being accompanied by her husband.             

But as he worked every day from 8AM to 6PM, Jamila spent most of her day inside. 

One morning as I had breakfast with Samira and her family, she told us about a                

Syrian girl in Naba'a who, on her way home from work, was pulled into a park and raped                  

by a group of men. “Ya haraam [Islamic word for Forbidden]” Hayat and Hala shouted.               

“This is why I never go outside” Hayat said and looked me in the eyes. “What happened                 

afterwards?” I asked. Samira shrugged her shoulders. “‘adi [normal]” she said. “Nothing.            

The men ran away and the girl hasn’t been outside since then”. Hayat sighed: “Aadi”               

she repeated. 

Several times I was told stories about sexual assaults, rape or attempted rape             

against Syrian women in Naba'a. The women felt exposed to harassment, “bad” people             

and disrespectful behaviour. Not only because they were Syrians but also because they             

were women. They were left to fend for themselves in the streets which in effect made                

them choose to stay inside their houses.  

“In Syria I could walk in the streets and meet up with my friends. We could go for                  

kazdoura [casual walks]. But here there is no respect. There are all these men shouting               

and looking at you,” Hala explained. 

During my time in Naba'a I noticed how the area’s crowded and narrow streets were               

mainly dominated by men and boys of all ages while the majority of women in the public                 

sphere were walking around in groups purposefully running errands before going back            
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to their houses. Because Hala experienced a lack of respect and insecurity in the              

streets, she could not and would not do “kazdoura” anymore. Instead she preferred to              

stay inside to avoid problems and stay safe - similar to Hayat and Jamila’s decision to                

stay indoors. 

The women engaged in temporary activities inside their houses where especially           

their phones proposed alternative modes of being. The women’s everyday lives and            

social practices indoors will be discussed in full in chapter 2 and 3, but while the women                 

stayed inside to be safe, they were also waiting for a chance to be able to move on and                   

get away from Naba'a. Finding it impossible to actively call for a change, they were               

instead attempting to “wait out the stuckedness” (Hage 2009:100-102). “Stuckedness” is           

defined as a situation where a person suffers from both the absence of choices or               

alternatives to the situation one is in (ibid.:100). As a viable life presupposes existential              

mobility, a sense that one is “going somewhere”, “waiting it out” is a specific form of                

waiting where the self is experiencing existential immobility; here referred to as            

“stuckedness” (ibid.:97). 

To “wait it out” means one is waiting for something undesirable that has come to               

end. It involves both a subjection to the certain social conditions and at the same time a                 

braving of these conditions (ibid.:101). By looking into the “heroism of the stuck”, the              

focus shifts to one’s capacity to stick it out and to “get stuck well” (ibid.:100). To be a                  

so-called hero under such circumstances is to be resilient enough to endure            

“stuckedness” (ibid.:100). 

The women’s modes of “waiting it out” will be discussed in the following chapters               

but as the women mainly spent time inside their houses to stay safe while hoping for                

another and better life somewhere else, the women’s “stuckedness in crisis” became            

transformed into an endurance test. Even though being stuck presumes a lack of             

agency, the heroism of “stuckedness” lies in the ability to snatch agency in the very               

midst of its lack (ibid.:100-101). This is what the notion of endurance implies: asserting              

some agency over the fact that one has no agency by not becoming a victim to the                 

circumstances that are conspiring to make the subject a totally agentless victim            

(ibid.:101). 

The women’s ways of manoeuvring within their “stuckedness” offer glimpses of           

agency. As they attempted to “wait it out”, they were braving their conditions and              
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“snatching agency while being stuck”. The women’s reflections upon the world outside            

and their ways of moving and not moving in the streets were ways for them to perform                 

their capacity to endure. They avoided interfering in public and unfolded their lives             

indoors. In this way, the women tried to enhance their life chances as much as possible                

and their “heroism of being stuck” came to indicate the women’s modalities of agency.  

 

REPRESSIONS AS THE NEW NORMAL  

During fieldwork, I glimpsed the harsh treatment Syrian women experienced in Naba'a.            

When we went outside in the streets, men often catcalled and shouted at us. They               

gazed at us and laughed behind our backs. Sometimes they followed us while making              

noises. Knowing that my presence and foreign look stood out, I asked Jamila on our               

way to buy bread to see if it was my fault that the men followed us. “‘adi [normal]” she                   

said while shaking her head. The everyday harassment in the streets had become             

normal with or without my presence. 

One day, as I visited Cairo at work in a beauty salon, two brawny policemen               

wearing uniform and sunglasses came in. “Where are you from? Is this your shop?”              

they asked her. Cairo, clearly surprised by this visit, quickly replied that she was from               

Syria but the shop was owned by Madame Rana from Lebanon. “Give your Madame              

this,” the policemen said handing Cairo a document before heading on to the next shop.               

The document, signed by the Lebanese Security Forces, stated that all shops in Naba'a              

owned by Syrians had to be closed down within a week.  

“Uf!” Cairo uttered and ran to Rana's house next door. “Huwe hiik [this is how it is]”                 

Cairo said as she returned. Even though Cairo shrugged her shoulders, situations like             

these reminded the local Syrians in Naba'a about their temporary and precarious            

day-to-day life. Like Jamila’s statement, Cairo’s response underlined how situations          

targeting the restriction of their space for action had become the norm.  

In the film, Heba and Laila tell how they were blamed for the lack of electricity and                 

water and the problems with the garbage and dirty streets. As I helped Laila to prepare                

dinner one afternoon, she uttered: “We are always blamed for the problems here. But in               

Lebanon there have been problems for the last many years. The government never             
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does anything. Lebanon is hard to live in. Even the Lebanese people are suffering from               

the difficult life here”.  

Laila’s words emphasised her awareness about a dysfunctional government         

leading to the dysfunctional state of the country. Lebanon was hard to live in. Especially               

if you were a refugee but also if you were Lebanese.  

Although Lebanon has shown generosity and opened their borders to Syrians           

fleeing conflict, increased competition for jobs and resources is fuelling tensions           

between Lebanese host communities and Syrian refugees (ECPHAO 2019). Syrians          

are facing explicit efforts aimed at getting them to leave, including the shutdown of              

Syrian owned shops, laws that make it difficult for Syrians to obtain and to renew               

residency permits (NRC 2017), evictions by municipalities and harassment by local           

resident (HRW 2017).  

The women’s statements and the situation at Cairo’s beauty salon exemplify the            

difficult life and hostile environment. A dominant scapegoating discourse has arguably           

been rising against Syrians in Lebanon throughout the past years (ICMPD 2018).            

Scapegoating is a mechanism where a group explains a crisis by singling out one              

cause, the “scapegoat", that also absorbs all other causality in relation to this crisis              

(Girard 1986:23). The Syrian women's experience being blamed for Lebanon's          

infrastructure problems is to me a clear example of scapegoating. 

In an interview with Alya, she told me about a previous curfew imposed on Syrian               

refugees in Naba'a. “Because we are Syrians, we were prohibited to walk outside and              

we were not allowed to make any sounds”. Alya and her family were forbidden to attract                

attention solely due to their nationality.  

This curfew against Syrians was not only restricted to the area of Naba'a. Since the               

influx of Syrian refugees to Lebanon, more than 45 municipalities across Lebanon have             

imposed temporary curfews on Syrians (Civil Society Knowledge 2014). The main           

argument for curfews stems from a belief that growing insecurity and unstable            

infrastructure are caused by Syrians (ibid.) - another example of how the Syrians are 

scapegoated.  

Paying attention to “intersectionality” (Crenshaw 1989) in the context of Naba'a           

helps to conceptualize the relationship between different types of oppression which           

framed the women’s social locations in hierarchies of power and privileges. Considering            
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the intersections between class, gender and ethnic/national background helps to          

understand the Syrian women’s marginalised position in Naba'a. Overall, the population           

in Naba'a belongs to the lower class, but as Syrian men, due to their gender, and                

Lebanese women, due to their nationality, could move more freely than the Syrian             

women in Naba'a, this emphasizes the Syrian women’s particularly vulnerable position.           

They occupied the lowest in society as they were disadvantaged in terms of both              

gender, nationality, economic and social class. 

Going out on the streets exposed the women to troubles, and consequently they             

tended to control and constrict their movements and behaviour. In order to understand             

any given power relation, Michel Foucault (1980:780) has proposed that one should            

investigate the forms of resistance and attempts made to dissociate the forms of power.              

As modes of resistance relate to different kinds of power, the mechanisms of that              

specific power often impact significantly on what is possible in terms of resistance             

(Foucault 1980:780). Among the different forms of power described by Foucault           

(1978:83-85) is the so-called “sovereign power”, that is legislative, prohibitive and           

censoring which mainly makes use of law and law-like regulations.  

When the Syrian women limited their behaviour of fear for ending in troubles or due               

to law-like regulations, this illustrates the mechanisms of such a sovereign power that             

dominated the social relations in Naba'a. At the surface of things it appears the women               

became subordinate subjects to sovereign power without trying to dissociate the power            

– as if the women did not resist these power structures.   

But as already argued, manoeuvring away from the public can be seen as a mode               

of agency that helped the women to endure the “stuckedness”. As Mahmood (2005)             

pointed out in a study of Muslim women in Egypt, the sense of “freedom” and “agency”                

can also be experienced and cultivated through modes of subordination. In making this             

analysis, Mahmood argues against the common anthropological understanding of         

“agency as resistance”; “the capacity to realize one’s own interests against the weight of              

custom, tradition, transcendental will, or other obstacles” (Mahmood 2005:7-8).  

Mahmood provides a framework through which we may appreciate the Syrian           

women’s “passivity” in the public sphere as an expression of certain modalities of             

agency. As they consciously subjected themselves to the structural forces of Naba'a,            

they responded to the external forces and authorities. The women’s actions           
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corresponded to the given power relations in Naba'a and as they moved away from the               

public, this served as a means to align themselves with their circumstances as best as               

possible while living in Naba'a.  

The women sought to cultivate modes of being in the present but they refused to               

accept the concept of a future under these same conditions. Rather, the women’s ways              

of submitting themselves and to act and (not) to move in Naba'a, became a way of                

“waiting it out”. 

With the concept of “public" and "hidden" transcripts, James Scott (1990)           

provides a different and complementary framework through which to understand the           

interaction between the subordinates and those who dominate. While public          

performances made out of prudence and fear of subordinate people will likely appeal to              

the expectations of the powerful, “hidden” transcripts, on the other hand, characterize            

discourses and practices that take place beyond direct observation by power holders.            

These can be at complete odds with the “public” transcript of quiet obedience (ibid.:5),              

but the “hidden” transcripts are, in most circumstances, never in direct contact (ibid.:15).  

The women in Naba'a followed and actively submitted themselves to the           

available scripts for behaviour in the public sphere. They sought to avoid attention,             

mainly out of fear, and to live by the expectations from their surroundings. But as the                

women by various everyday activities, which will be discussed in the next chapters,             

were “waiting out the crisis”, their “stuckedness” aspired notions of endurance and            

strength. Their “passivity” – as a “hidden” transcript – silently opposed their current             

situation without directly obstructing the relations of power in their immediate           

surroundings. The women were active passive subjects to various sovereign powerful           

actors. Without rejecting the Lebanese state nor the male dominated surroundings, they            

found subtle ways to circumvent these dominant power structures. 

 

(NOT) MOVING ON THE OUTSIDE 
As we see in “Hayaatna bi-Naba'a”, several of the photos from the “participatory             

photography” exercise presented glimpses from life in the streets of Naba'a. But, as             

these photos were mainly taken from the women’s balconies, the composition of these             
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photos emphasizes how the women avoided interacting in the public sphere underlining            

the women’s position in the margins of the society and their restricted movement.  

In this chapter, I have explored the women’s “stuckedness” in Naba'a. Several            

layers of power structures and discursive practices influenced the women’s patterns of            

behaviour and by their own means the women sought to “wait it out”.  

The concept of “social navigation” (Vigh 2006) can serve as a useful lens to              

understand the practices of the Syrian women as they pursued their daily lives in an               

environment of conflict and poverty. As Henrik Vigh (2009:7) points out: "Social            

navigation adds an extra dimension to practice as we become able to focus on the way                

people’s movement in their social environments is constantly attuned and adjusted to            

the unfolding of the environment itself and the effect this has on possible positions and               

trajectories”. 

The structural forces that seemed to confine the women’s navigation in Naba'a took             

form in various ways. Especially the mental maps and photos presented in the film              

illustrate how the women positioned themselves in relation to their physical           

surroundings. 

Drawing on the metaphor of navigation as a process by which the women move in               

and are moved by an ever-changing environment helps to explain why the women often              

chose very subtle moves or not to move at all. Due to the unpredictable local               

environment and socio-political forces, the women moved very little in order to attract as              

little attention as possible.  

“Social navigation” sees settlement as a process by which people develop the skills             

and knowledge to successfully navigate their new host environment in their project of             

attaining viable futures (Nunn et.al. 2016:46). In Naba'a, the women sought to attain             

viable futures, but they did not accept the power mechanisms or current life situation as               

such as “settling” would be tantamount to tacit acceptance of the dominant power             

structures and prevailing situation.  

The women were “waiting it out” rather than seeking to settle. They developed the              

knowledge and skills that led them to “navigate” as little as possible in order to avoid                

problems and stay safe. To be able to endure the host environment, the women              

restricted their movements and their physical navigation. They cultivated a sense of            

“non-navigation” rather than a “social navigation”.  
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“Social navigation” helps to understand the connection between the women’s          

modalities of agency and the socio-political structures in Naba'a where the women’s            

restricted movement, their “non-navigation”, adds an additional perspective to the          

concept of “social navigation”.  

The material and analysis presented in this chapter will serve as a base for the next                

chapter, where I will go from the outside of Naba'a to the inside of the women’s houses.                 

I will explore the women’s everyday practices, how they were “waiting it out”, and how               

they took advantage of web-based electronic devices while discussing what kind of            

meaningful aspects these elements offered the women. 
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3. BEHIND CLOSED DOORS 

The poor conditions of the houses and the lack of air and space to move               

frustrated the women. Still, they preferred to stay inside - as their homes at least               

provided them with a feeling of safety. “In the streets I am exposed to diseases and                

gangster people, but here I can close my door,” Jamila said as she explained why she                

chose to stay in her house. “I need security. I need rights”. When staying inside the                

house, Jamila could open and close the door. She could decide who she wanted to               

share her space with - contrasting life outside in the chaotic and crowded streets. 

 

 
 

In the film, we see Alya’s mental map of her home. When I asked why she preferred to                  

stay inside, she wrote: “Because there is a secure ceiling and door in the house”. Even                

though she often complained about her tiny one-bedroom apartment which she shared            

with her three children and husband, she still preferred to stay inside. “I want to plant                

love in my house in order to live comfortably,” Alya added. 

“Li-l-hurriya es-shakhsiya [For personal freedom],” Samira said as we pulled the            

curtains before drinking tea. “In Syria the doors were open and we always had guests               
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around. Here, we need to close the door to stay safe and feel free,” she said as we sat                   

on the floor having dinner. 

Hayat spent enormous time in her bed browsing her phone. In the film we see               

how she drew herself lying in bed with her phone writing “El-makaan ladii yurhunii [the               

place that comforts me]”. “Here I can do anything I want” Hayat said and pointed at her                 

bed. “I can talk and think about whatever I want to, and I can speak loudly with my                  

friends on the phone”.  

Behind closed doors and curtained windows, the women could escape life on the             

other side. When staying at home, they could seek to cultivate love and a feeling of                

comfort and personal freedom which underscores the importance of being able to            

escape from the chaotic and troubled dimensions of life in Naba'a.  

Such attempts to engage peace and liberty despite harsh circumstances and           

systematic oppression, are similar to what Ghassan Hage (2013) describes as “the            

unoccupied” in his study of Palestinians seeking to lead a life in the West Bank. 

Hage argues that oppressed people cannot survive simply by resisting. They           

need a space or a dimension of their lives that is free from both occupation and                

resistance to the occupation. “The unoccupied” proposes a mode or space of existence             

that remains autonomous from the occupation where some dimensions of the individual            

person’s life are free from the very problematic of occupation (ibid.:2-3).  

The women in Naba'a faced difficult living conditions. In many ways their            

precarious situation in Lebanon was comparable to an occupation, even though it was a              

refuge from war. Behind closed doors the women could engage a sense of “comfort”              

equal to “the unoccupied” state of mind described by Hage. Inside, the women could              

escape the oppressive power dynamics - at least for a moment. They could both leave               

their strategies of “waiting it out” aside while they also got a chance to break free from                 

the elements of Naba'a that confined their movement.  

Life indoors, of course, was not always “comfortable”. In a space of continuously             

diminishing possibilities, the women had to struggle to survive. On a daily basis they              

struggled with lack of electricity, water and air, shouting neighbours, noisy streets and             

being short with money and food - all of which reminded the women about their               

precarious situation in Naba'a.  
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But inside the houses I shared “comfortable” dimensions with the women, “free”            

from the problems in Naba'a. When watching television, we often watched “musalsal”            

[Arabic TV drama] or cartoon movies. The women almost never watched the news             

about Syria. “We fled from this war. We don’t need to hear more about this”, as Heba                 

said when zapping through the channels reporting the devastating situation in Syria.  

Several of the photos in the film present glimpses from the everyday lives behind              

closed doors. We see the women praying, preparing food, putting on makeup, spending             

time with their children, doing laundry and gathering with families. When we ate dinner,              

the women often pointed out that the food was homemade based on traditional cooking              

recipes and when we sat together in a room, tunes from a Kurdish or Syrian musician                

often played from a telephone’s speaker.  

Situations like these exemplify notions of “the comfortable” where the women           

could “just be” and for a moment forget about the harsh elements of their lives. They                

could find some relief from the very problematic nature of their situation. Via the              

women’s practices in the houses, they could create breathing spaces, they could get             

“hawa” [air] and experience notions of “comfort”.  

As discussed in chapter 2, the women encountered difficult everyday situations in            

Naba'a which had become “‘adi” [normal]. But when unfolding “comfortable” modes of            

being, this allowed another way of sensing “the normal” which women and their families              

who are not subjected to war and who do not live in poverty close to a conflict zone also                   

could experience.  

Such situations can be described as spaces of “heroic normality” (Hage 2013:4).            

Since it is not easy to grasp a bit of so-called normality in the midst of such an abnormal                   

situation as when living under domination and systematic repression, the performance           

of “normalcy” can become an almost heroic activity (ibid.:4). When the women got the              

chance to cultivate “comfortable” modes of existence in their houses, it could be seen              

not only as another mode of “‘adi” [normal] but as a mode of “heroic normality”.  
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LONELINESS WITHIN THE CHAOS 

Even though the women managed to engage notions of “heroic normality” within            

“comfortable” dimensions of their lives, none of them imagined a future life in Naba'a. All               

of them emphasised a desire to just “get by” until someday when they could move               

elsewhere and resume their lives.  

Life in Naba'a was often referred to as “mumila [boring]”, “sa’aba” [difficult] and             

“basiita [simple]”. In “Hayaatna bi-Naba'a,” Hala states that the most important thing for             

her in the “participatory photography” exercise was to capture the large amount of free              

time they had in Naba'a and the great amount of time they spent just sitting by                

themselves. “Nothing changes. We just sit here. It’s always the same,” Hayat added.             

These statements underscore a lack of stimulation and progression in their lives. The             

women were stuck in limbo, as limbo denotes protracted instability, insecurity, and/or            

irreconcilability where people unfortunate enough to find themselves in limbo remain           

uncertain about what their future will be (Hightower 2015:1). 

“Would you like the password for the wifi?” “Do you need to charge your battery?”               

“How old is your phone?”. Questions like these often greeted me when I came to visit                

the women which indicated the importance of having a functional smartphone           

connected to the internet.  

Every day, Hala spent several hours on WattPad writing and exchanging           4

self-made stories with people on the internet. Sometimes when doing the dishes, she             

was on the phone with friends she knew via WattPad whom she described as her               

“asdiqaa haqiiqiuun” [true friends] “...because I can trust them, and we have interests in              

common”. 

The women often spoke about disloyalty and a lack of respect in Naba'a. “Here              

you can’t trust people. In Naba'a everybody talks bad about each other. On the internet               

I have my real friends. We can talk about everything together,” Hayat stated as she lay                

in her bed with her phone. “This is my other world and I prefer it to my real world                   

because in it I find my complete freedom [hurriyati kaamil]” she wrote on the mental               

map of her smartphone. The phone made Hayat complete [kaamil]. It allowed her to              

4  Wattpad is a social media community for readers and writers to publish user-generated stories 
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escape her life in Naba'a and into another world with freedom and respect. Despite              

being caught in limbo, Hala could escape feelings of being lonely and Hayat could              

stimulate herself via their phones. 

The women often shared songs, selfies, videos and drawings with their friends            

online. There was a constant flow of messages shared between the women and their              

friends via WhatsApp and only rarely would they discuss their deprived situation. The             

phones gave the women the opportunity to “escape” from their precarious situation in             

Naba'a and for a while forget about feelings of boredom and loneliness. The phone              

helped the women to cultivate another mode of “heroic normality”.  

Even though the women would share photos and stories from the past in Syria,              

going back was never a matter of discussion. The women often emphasised to me that               

these memories belong to the past. Syria was another country now, and there was no               

longer any future there for the women nor their families.  

The women spent enormous time on their phones. Phones, headphones and           

chargers were always within reach and video calls were just as common as face-to-face              

conversations. In “Hayaatna bi-Naba'a” several of the women’s photos show their           

phones emphasizing the importance of these devices. The phones both served as a             

means to gather people in front of the screen and to keep one company.  

 

CONNECTING VIA THE PHONE 

“When I listen to music, I am in another world and I can’t hear if people on the                  

streets talk about me or my home country” Hala said as we entered the streets. Hayat                

also always brought her phone with her when she went outside. As soon as she passed                

by a group of men or walked into a narrow street, she pulled out her smartphone and                 

looked down. The phone served as a shield against the physical surroundings, as             

protection in case of harassment, and as a means to escape into another world far               

away from the physical life in Naba'a. 

A lot of the women’s daily activities with their phones reflected a mode of              

existence that remained autonomous from the situation in Naba'a. Through various           
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everyday practices with their phones, the women could engage other dimensions of “the             

comfortable”.  

The smartphones also helped the women to connect with friends and families            

from whom they were separated by the war and as a tool to receive information about                

the situation in their hometown or their preferred final destination in Europe or Canada.              

Though the phones provided momentary respite from the harsh elements of life in             

Naba'a, this exchange of information simultaneously reminded the women of the           

insecurity and impermanence of their situation. 

As Jamila spent most of the daytime alone inside, she preferred to use the time                

with her phone to collect information, gain knowledge and talk with friends. “I am              

spending 24 hours on my telephone. Everything I do is on my phone. I can take photos,                 

listen to music, talk with friends. If I want to go out, I speak to my friends instead.                  

Everything is through my phone” Jamila said.  

Jamila used her phone for “everything”. Even when she wanted to hang out with              

friends, she did so via her phone. “Nehna daiman tawaasil [we always            

connect/communicate]” she said. The word “tawaasil” stems from the Arabic root “wasl”            

[communication] which in this case can both mean “to be connected” or “to             

communicate”. Jamila’s use of the word “tawaasil” underscored the importance of her            

being able to reach out to her social network via her phone. As seen in the film, several                  

of the mental maps of smartphones put “tawaasil” at the centre; the phones served as a                

tool for connecting and communicating with people on the other side of the closed doors               

in Naba'a. 

One day as I went to visit Jamila, the internet connection was broken, and she               

immediately uttered: “Now there is no “tawaasil”. Now life is boring. Like a prison”.              

When the internet was off, Jamila could not connect and communicate. She became             

isolated from the world outside - like being trapped in a prison. 

Two times during fieldwork, Hayat’s brother broke her phone as she was chatting             

with boys, which, according to her brother, could get her into trouble. During the time               

when Hayat was without a phone, she mainly hung out on the couch gazing into space                

complaining about her boring life and how much she missed her phone. 

Life without a phone seemed to serve as the ultimate punishment, and the cases              

of Jamila and Hayat exemplify how smartphones with a steady internet connection            
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played a crucial role in the women’s everyday life in Naba'a - both when it was there                 

and when it was not there. 

 

THE ACT OF USING A SMARTPHONE 

The many photos of phones in “Hayaatna bi-Naba'a” underline the presence and            

importance of smartphones in Naba'a. As the smartphones allowed the women to            

engage in “comfortable” modes of existence and to do “tawaasil”, it seemed like the              

smartphones were not “just” a phone. 

According to Bruno Latour (2005:72-5), objects too have agency and any course            

of action can take place between non-human and human connections. While the            

participating objects in any given context do not determine the action, they might             

authorize, allow and suggest human action. 

The aim of Latour's “actor-network theory” is to trace the various actors within a              

given network and to explore how objects also make a difference within certain actions              

(ibid.:71). The objects come to make a difference under trial as “they become             

participants in the course of action waiting to be given a figuration” (ibid.:72).  

In Naba'a, the smartphone, a non-human, functioned to enable the women to            

establish a social life where they could cultivate themselves, expand and maintain their             

social network and even gain a feeling of “complete freedom” (see also Waltorp 2013). 

The phones served as the origin of social activity and when the smartphones did              

not function, the women could not act in the same ways anymore. This underlines the               

smartphone’s agency and its impact on the women’s everyday life as the phone’s             

presence, and lack thereof, affected the women’s possibilities to do “tawaasil”. The            

smartphones participated in the action of stimulating and engaging the women in ways             

that would not have been possible otherwise. They allowed the women to “escape” their              

life in Naba'a while suggesting alternative modes of self-expression and lifestyles.  

In line with Latour’s argument about “non-human agency”, the phones came to            

make a difference in the ways in which the women managed to live their lives while                

“waiting it out” in Naba'a. Despite the women’s deprived situation, the activities on their              

phones activated glimpses of another potential life. When the phones were put into use,              
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they were given a figuration where they presented various social lives and activities to              

the women.  

However, due to the phones’ connection to the internet, the phones were also             

active agents by themselves. Via the internet, the phones were constantly updated with             

features, information, statuses and news which came to frame the women’s possibility            

for acting on their phones. The phones offered alternative modes of agency to the              

women but the phones’ content also affected the ways the women engaged themselves             

and the ways they practiced their everyday activities. The phones not only suggested             

human action, they also impacted the women’s ways of acting as the phones with their               

constant flow of updates and customized algorithms offered certain possibilities and           

certain outlooks into another world online. 

Via their smartphones, the women sought to evade various regulations and           

restrictions that were part of their daily lives. Scott (1985) coined the term “weapons of               

the weak” to account for the subtle ways in which groups of people mobilize in the face                 

of oppression in times of what appears to be hopelessness. He explores everyday             

forms of resistance by focusing on forms of subversive agentive action and            

non-cooperation that are employed over time (ibid.:34).  

Due to the actions caused by the phones, the women could do “tawaasil” and              

express and engage themselves in ways that were not possible nor allowed in the              

physical world. Without directly confronting the oppressive power dynamics but still           

suggesting alternatives mode of existence and expression, the phones’ participation in           

these actions could be perceived as a “weapon of the weak”.  

The actions with the phones did not confront the power structures as such, but              

still the women got to add meaning to their current lives. These ways of acting with the                 

phones without contradicting the “public” script can be seen as another way to perform              

“hidden” transcripts. The women’s ways of engaging with the phones were at complete             

odds with the “public” transcript of quiet obedience. By their own means, they silently              

revolted against their displaced and precarious situation.  
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OPENING THE WINDOW 

As a lot of the phone-based activities were online, the women often stated that a               

strong internet connection was crucial. “It’s very important that there is internet            

[shabakah] - there should be a window [shubbaak]” Raffa explained to me as she              

entered the WIFI code on her phone.  

Associating the internet with a window, can be interpreted as a metaphor for the              

opportunity to be able to open up to a world outside - in this case a world outside of                   

Naba'a. The women preferred to keep their doors closed and stay inside, but when              

closing the front door and opening up the window to the internet, the women could open                

up another life. Via this window, the women could breathe and get “hawa” [air]. The               

women could activate ideas about a potential other life and engage themselves and             

their dreams - contrasting the enclosed, insecure and temporary lives in Naba'a. 

When accessing the internet, the women managed to engage and move           

themselves into various social worlds. The women could obtain and maintain social            

networks outside of Naba'a. The smartphones and the internet allowed the women to             

dream, to communicate and to be in a different mode than otherwise possible.  

Imagination is an outcome rather than a condition. Studying technologies of           

imagination can help to locate the origination of ideas and practices that are             

“subsequently co-opted as building-blocks for more encompassing and purposeful         

projects” (Sneath et al. 2009:26). Technologies “afford” imaginings in ways that, though            

hardly random, are nevertheless essentially unpredictable and often quite unintended          

(ibid.:22).  

The women’s various engagements with the smartphones underlined their         

purposeful projects behind their technologies; they wanted to connect, to socialise and            

to dream about another life and a better future elsewhere while “waiting it out” in               

Naba'a. With the phones, the women could activate spaces of imagination. The            

technologies of the smartphones not only allowed the women to receive calls and             

answer messages. It also allowed the women to activate and cultivate their imagination             

about prospects for a viable life and a possible future elsewhere.  
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“My telephone gives me hope. It tells me that there is something else. That there               

is another life than this,” Hayat stated as we came back to her house after buying ice                 

creams in the nearby kiosk. As Hayat lay in her bed eating ice cream and browsing her                 

phone, she showed me the WhatsApp status from her sister in Germany. She was              

walking around in a green park together with her son and husband. “When I come to                

Germany, I will also do “kazdoura” while eating my ice cream” she said before sending               

a voice message to her best friend whom she knew via a Facebook group for Syrian                

girls. 

Hayat’s statement exemplifies how her phone kept her reminded about another           

potential life where she could move more freely and eat ice cream outside in nature               

instead of inside of her bed. The women’s actions with their phones helped them to               

engage hopes for another life and to escape the physical world they inhabited. They              

didn’t want to be reminded about their current life situation and lack of possibilities,              

rather they wanted to be reminded about the potential for another life to come. 

Heba often showed me WhatsApp videos from her uncle in Canada telling me             

how she would get a house similar to the uncle’s after arriving in Canada. Hala told me                 

that she would use her phone to a lesser extent once she would arrive in Germany as                 

she would make friends with mutual interests from the local neighbourhood. Samira            

ensured me that she wouldn’t use her phone after reuniting with her family, and Hayat               

explained how she in the future, when away from Naba'a, would begin to attend              

concerts and play music – social and cultural activities that she at the moment could               

only imagine taking part in. 

The technologies of smartphones served as a means for imagination; the women            

could stimulate themselves, and “escape” Naba'a which added a different layer to the             

women’s physical immobility and lack of opportunities for “navigation”. Where          

“non-navigation” refers to the women’s restricted possibilities of manoeuvre and          

physical movement, their navigation on the smartphones was a way of becoming            

“mobile” despite their immobility. When opening up the internet window with the phone,             

the women managed to move, to cultivate and realize themselves to different degrees.             

All of these actions contrasted their limited physical movements and possibilities in the             

world of Naba'a (see also Waltorp 2013). 
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With the phones, the women developed an “online navigation”. Not only did they             

endure their “stuckedness” behind closed doors, they also managed to grasp modalities            

of agency with the smartphones and open internet windows and to provide alternatives             

to their “active passive” presence in Naba'a.  

These ways of revolting against their “stuckedness” come to present a two-folded            

strategy for “waiting it out”. On the one hand the women sought to restrict their               

navigation while living in Naba'a. On the other hand the women’s “online navigation”             

showed a pattern of movement that engaged and provided an alternative to their stuck              

situation - at least as long as the internet window was open and the phone’s battery was                 

charged.  

Mobile phone practices can be seen as performances of mobility (McIntosh           

2010) and even though the women’s phones did not actually promote physical mobility,             

they nonetheless opened up a space for “the enactment of imagined global identities”             

(ibid.). Via their “online navigation”, the women attained ideas of another potential life             

with full mobility and they held on to hopes for this other life someday to become real.  

Together with a group of Muslim women, Karen Waltorp (2013) explores how            

Copenhagen city are created through the uses of portable devices and social media.             

She argues that these spaces and non-places can be taken advantage of through social              

media and electronic devices. Likewise, I argue that portable devices and everyday            

practices of web-based social media were of great importance to the women in Naba'a.              

But whereas the phones allowed the women in Copenhagen to move physically and to              

create spaces in public, this wasn’t the case in Naba'a. Instead the phones allowed the               

women to navigate online, to imagine mobility and to breathe within virtual spaces and              

communities - without any physical movement. 

In this chapter, I have explored and discussed the various challenges that Naba'a             

threw at the women and how they sought to come around these inside their houses.               

Several of their strategies suggested a mode of adding meaning to their lives and to               

foster alternatives to their situation. As the women sought to “wait it out” by adding               

meaning to their lives via “online navigation”, I will in the following chapter explore the               

women’s attempts to hold on to these meaningful aspects. I will investigate what kind of               

purposes these aspects and imaginations fulfilled and discuss the women’s everyday           
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practices and strategies for navigating in relation to the women’s notions of mobility and              

hope.  
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4. LEAVING OR STAYING? 
The exploration of the women’s everyday practices, online and offline, highlights           

a great contrast between their lived lives within different social spheres and it             

emphasises a gap between the women’s lives in Naba'a and their longing for another              

life elsewhere. The women’s modes of enduring the “stuckedness” and “waiting it out”             

illustrated their capacities for self-making. Still, prospects for their future were marked            

by uncertainty and unpredictability. They lived an unstable day to day life motivated by              

glimpses of other ways of living via their smartphones. 

 

 

  

The link between migration and imagination is established through the recognition of            

possibilities of alternative constructions of future lives in other places (Teo 2003:7). The             

significance of imagined migration is tied to certain representations of reality where the             

so-called “cultural logic” of migration reproduces discursive practices that are located           5

partly in the home community and partly in the community of migrants abroad (ibid.:5). 

5“Key to this cultural logic is the significance of the imagination, where migration is tied to a particular 
representation of reality such that potential migrants view it as a route for success, regardless of the 
actual reality” (Teo 2003:2) 
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In Naba'a the phones offered images of alternative lifestyles and the compelling            

message that people elsewhere had better lives. The women’s use of smartphones and             

their daily interaction with families, friends and loved ones living abroad presented and             

produced discourses about a future better life somewhere else. This seemed to trigger             

the women’s imagination for a migration and another reality. To the women, a positive              

social being and becoming was imagined as only possible elsewhere, making migration            

a necessity in the pursuit of alternative constructions of future lives and a liveable              

existence; they wanted to break with their “stuckedness”. 

The women waited for the opportunity to become mobile in order to take up a life                

of freedom, opportunity and prosperity. In line with Giovanni Gasparini’s concept of            

waiting (2004), the women’s experience of waiting was pervaded by anticipation,           

uncertainty and hope as the future event was imagined even before it happened - if it                

would in fact happen. Especially the phones engaged their imagination of migration and             

presented promises of “bright lights” while evoking feelings of anticipation and           

uncertainty (see also Vigh 2009). Even though the women could imagine potential            

homes and potential lives elsewhere, in the event they found themselves making homes             

and unfolding a life in Naba'a. 

Adding to the women’s ways of enduring “stuckedness”, Breda Gray argues that            

waiting is an active and intentional process “integral to constructions of subjectivity and             

significantly shaping the lived life” (2011:421), where notions of “motility” is a part of the               

process of active waiting (ibid.:420). “Motility” describes how an individual engages           

possibilities for mobility and builds on it to develop personal projects (ibid.:420), but             

whether the potential mobility may or may not be acted upon depends on individual              

aspiration and circumstances (ibid.:420). 

The outcome of the women’s waiting in Naba'a was uncertain and unpredictable.            

Their coming to terms with staying, produced various self-encounters that were           

influenced and changed by amongst others the absence of family, friends and loved             

ones but also by their presence in new ways via smartphones and open internet              

windows. On a daily basis the women imagined their migration. They often talked about              

the desire for breaking with their “stuckedness”, and they always discussed thoughts            

about future lives elsewhere with the conjunction “lamma” [when] - emphasising their            

determined hope for a future life elsewhere.  
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The women hoped for a liveable outcome somewhere else while staying alive in             

the world of Naba'a where their “motility” was expressed by their “non-navigation” and             

“online navigation”. These ways of navigating explain how the women sought to            

possess the realm of possibilities for potential mobility and how they built on it to               

develop their own personal projects; they tried to keep themselves free of immediate             

danger in Naba'a and to direct their lives through an uncertain social environment             

towards better possible futures and improved life chances. But due to the layers of              

power structures that affected their circumstances, the women were unable to act upon             

the potentiality to become mobile. Despite their strong desire and aspirations for moving             

away from Naba'a, right now, they could only “wait it out”.  

 

TO HOPE OR NOT TO HOPE 

Samira was, together with half of her family, living in Naba'a. In 2015, her              

husband and two of their children managed to flee to Germany and apply for family               

reunification but until now still they still await final answer. Samira’s situation was the              

same as eight years ago when she and her family arrived in Lebanon. She was still                

waiting for her chance to become mobile.  

Several times every day, Samira spoke to her husband and she often exchanged             

voice messages with her children and grandson, Adam, in Germany. Since Adam was             

born in Germany, Samira had never met him in person but every time she listened to                

Adam’s gurgling sounds via voice messages, Samira’s eyes shone with joy. She could             

not wait to hold him in her arms, she told me.  

When reading Samira’s statement in “Hayaatna bi-Naba'a”, we understand how          

she was optimistic about life when connecting with her family in Germany: “I’m happy              

when I hear the voices from my grandchild or my children on my phone. They are the                 

life for me. I love to hear from them”.  

Samira held on to the hope of reunification - both as she wanted to be together                

with her whole family and because she wished a “hayaat ajmal” [more beautiful life] for               

her children. But as I went to say goodbye to Samira at the end of my fieldwork, I saw                   

another aspect of her hopes. “Everyone that I love is leaving me, but I am just here.                 
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What should I do? We can’t do anything,” Samira cried with tears streaming down her               

face. Her despairing statement and defeated mood showed me new sides of her hopes              

and imaginations. Samira felt left behind by her loved ones but due to her stuck               

situation, she didn’t have any chance to act on her frustration and to pursue her dreams                

of a better future. Her hopes for the future were not only joyful and positive, they were                 

also empty and cruel. 

One day Hala told me that she didn’t go to school anymore. “Why?” I asked               

confused as I knew she loved to study. “Because now is the summer break and               

afterwards we will travel to Germany” she replied. Hala often talked about her future life               

in Germany. There she wanted to sleep in the library next to her dad’s house and she                 

wanted to buy a telescope and look at the stars from their new garden. And as Hala tells                  

in the film, she would never be full of herself and forget about Naba'a and the people                 

there, when she would grow up to become an important person outside of Lebanon.  

Even though Hala was living in Naba'a on her eight year, she had a firm belief in                 

a future life in Germany. “Maybe we are not here when you come back. Maybe we are                 

in Germany” Hala said to me, as I had to leave Lebanon in June to renew my visa. But                   

as I returned to Naba'a a week later, I found Hayat and Hala lying in their beds chatting                  

with friends on WhatsApp. “Nothing ever happens. We are just here,” Hala mumbled as              

she saw me, clearly disappointed about the lack of progression in her life. And as the                

summer break was over, Hala once again packed her rucksack, put music in her ears               

and walked the most direct route to school.  

Laila’s fiancé, Nour, fled to Germany in 2015. After arriving in Kölln, he applied              

for reunification but until today they as well await to receive an answer. On Laila’s               

phone, she had an album only with photos from Nour’s life in Germany. She had photos                

of his house, job, food, and friends. Laila could not wait to take part in this new life. “We                   

speak five times every day” Laila proudly told me. When I took part in their video calls,                 

Nour told me to prepare Laila for going to Europe and we often practiced German               

together. Almost every day Laila asked Nour when she could travel. “Soon, my love”              

Nour would answer. One day as Laila hung up the phone and I invited her to practice                 

German with me she just shook her head while hugging a pillow. “It doesn’t matter.               

Nothing ever happens. I’m patient but for what?”. 
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By all means, Laila tried to adopt a positive attitude towards a brighter future              

together with her fiancé. But even though she was in daily contact with Nour and she                

sought to prepare herself for a life in Germany, her hopes and dreams were confronted               

by the lack of progression and redemption. She was always told to stay patient and to                

keep her hopes high – without coming to an end with this waiting. 

Despite the women’s various strategies for “waiting it out” and navigating within            

their state of limbo, their persistent hopes for mobility and better lives were also faced               

by waves of despair. The women didn’t have any control of their future situation and               

when the harsh circumstances of reality collided with their dreams for their future, their              

hopefulness would turn into hopelessness. 

As Lauren Berlant (2011:181) points out, objects of desire are often placeholders            

for a desire to more-than-survive but in Naba'a, life was merely about surviving.             

However, with the smartphones, as a technology of imagination, they dreamt of another             

life elsewhere that entailed more than this.  

Berlant's (ibid.:6) concept of “cruel optimism” elaborates on world-building when          

“living within crisis”. Instead of focusing on reactions to crisis as an exceptional event, it               

is important to understand the ways that people adjust over time, when crisis itself has               

become ordinary (ibid.:6-8). “Cruel optimism” is often noisy and unbearable as “a            

relation of cruel optimism exists when something you desire is actually an obstacle of              

your flourishing” (ibid.:10). But being hooked to a norm is also “an attempt to maintain a                

stable enough orientation so that life might be moved through flourishingly”           

(ibid.:166-169). If a relation in which one has invested fantasies of her own coherence              

and potential break down, the world itself feels endangered and the optimism becomes             

cruel (ibid.:33-34). 

In line with Berlant’s approach to investigate crisis as the ordinary, this thesis has              

discussed how the Syrian women in Naba'a built their world and unfolded their lives in               

the midst of a crisis. The women sought to hold their heads up high and to engage and                  

activate notions of hopes in order to stay optimistic about their lives, here and now as                

well as in the future. Even though their everyday lives were filled with restrictions,              

repressions and uncertainty, they adjusted their lives in order to give shape and             

meaning to their situation. But, when their visions for the future collided, as seen with               
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the cases with Samira, Hala and Laila, the coherence of their fantasies broke down.              

Their optimism became cruel and their world felt endangered. 

As the women from time to another broke down in despair, this revealed blows of               

discovering that the world they were living in couldn’t sustain their dreams of the good               

life. As Hage (2009:98) points out people migrate because they look for a space where               

they can launch a social and existential self. In Naba'a, the women’s “objects of desire”,               

their dreams about migrating, expressed a desire for a future life and a future self that                

could offer new social and existential challenges and opportunities. But when the            

women’s fantasies about the good life cracked, they were not only confronted with the              

uncertainty about their future but also the cruelty of their “stuckedness”. 

Still, the women didn’t keep themselves down with their unbearable situation.            

Even though they would break down and experience moments of disappointments to            

their current life situation, they would shortly afterwards pursue their everyday practices.            

Hala would go back to school, Samira would send new voice messages to her grandson               

and Laila would do another hopeful video call to her fiancé. They would continue to               

“wait it out”. 

But why did the women stay with their dreams of the good life when it seemed to                 

inevitably lead them into disappointment? It looked as if the women’s engagement of             

hopes and dreams kept them stuck in fantasies about what potentially could await them              

while being afraid of losing the scene of the fantasy itself. On one hand they sought to                 

move through their lives flourishingly while these hopes and desires on the other hand              

actually were an obstacle of their so-called flourishing. The women’s ideas about “the             

good life” was an object that seemed to deteriorate the conditions for their happiness,              

but paradoxically it also came to present the possibility of happiness as such.  

“Even with an image of a better life available to sustain your optimism, it is               

awkward, and it is threatening to detach from what is already not working” (Berlant              

2011:263). The women’s image of a better life created a double bind where they on one                

hand sought to hold on to an image of a better life while this was also detaching them                  

from their present difficult life situation. Cruelty is the “hard” in a hard loss (ibid.:50), and                

as the women’s expectations for the future broke, this was cruel and hard. Hard loss               

was inevitable to the women in Naba'a either if they did hold on to their dreams or if                  

they let go of them.  
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SOCIETAL HOPES 

As the women were attached to their dreams about the future this seemed to be               

an attempt to maintain a stable enough orientation so that their lives could move              

flourishingly – even though their imaginations from time to another would break and             

their optimistic hopes would become cruel. The women hoped for mobility, but due to              

their precarious situation and the layers of power structures, their space for movement             

was limited. 

This thesis’ analysis of the women’s world-building and self-making highlights the           

dynamics of the women’s lives and everyday practices, online and offline, when living             

within a crisis. The socio-political power that constrained their movement and kept the             

women stuck in Naba'a did not only impact the women’s modes of agencies but also               

their fantasies and the way they communicated and connected with the world outside of              

Naba'a.  

The women’s desires for moving on and away from Naba'a suggested both            

heightened sensitivity towards the deprivations of their lived life and the promise of             

mobility outside of Lebanon. The term “societal hope” constitutes a particular form of             

social hope that gathers collective visions of “meaningful life and dignified social life”             

within a given society (Hage 2003:15). “Societal hope” is understood as “the ability to              

maintain an experience of the possibility of upward social mobility” (ibid.:13), but as             

“societal hope” is distributed unequally between states, different kinds of societal hope            

are allocated to different groups of citizens (ibid.:15-16). As the realization of these             

hopes may be impossible to attain, they may, I would argue, entail cruel optimism – as                

was the case in Naba'a.  

In Naba'a, the dominant notions of hope revolved around a sense that the             

women one day would be able to escape their “stuckedness”. But as the realization of               

these hopes was difficult, if not impossible, to attain, these hopes often caused             

disappointment, frustration and a sense of crisis. While the women could only dream of              

leaving Naba'a, I, as a white Western foreigner with a Danish passport, was able to               

enter Naba'a as I pleased. I could even travel away in June and shortly after come back                 
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to continue my fieldwork. My mobility contrasted the women’s lack thereof. Like Hage             

argues that “societal hopes” are unevenly distributed, so was the case in Naba'a.  

My position and privileges versus the women’s lack of such privileges portray the             
unequal distribution of hope and mobility between European citizens and displaced           
Syrian people. In Naba'a, various restrictions and regulations suppressed the women.           
Socio-political structures confined their actions and movements, their capability to          
"breathe" and their quality of life.  

As explored in the thesis, life in Lebanon was indeed challenging and difficult.             
Lebanon was and still is a country struggling to manage the rising needs within society.               
The country is among other things facing a waste crisis that is posing health risks (HRW                
2017), a deceleration in economic activity (The World Bank 2019) and an unequal             
distribution of wealth which is causing more issues of poverty in Lebanon (UNDP 2016).              
Since 2005, the Lebanese state has, on top of that, been facing a deep crisis where the                 
country’s situation became galvanized by the crisis in Syria and the consequent influx of              
refugees (Civil Society 2013). As Lebanon remains the country hosting the largest            
number of refugees per capita in the world, it should be debated whether other states               
could abide by the principle of responsibility in order to provide safety and support to the                
many Syrians who have fled from their country in war. 

However, Denmark along with many other European states have during the           
so-called “migrant crisis” restricted their borders as well as intensified their xenophobic            
foreign politics. In 2016, EU set a deal with Turkey of returning “irregular migrants”              
(Europarl 2019) without paying attention to the refugees’ well-being (Migration Policy           
Institute 2016). Through the last couple of years there has been an increasing             
militarization of the Mediterranean Sea while people who seek to rescue refugees from             
drowning are being criminalised by European court laws (Euronews 2018; Euronews           
2019; NY Times 2019). 

The hostile restrictions and regulations targeting the mobility of refugees illustrate           
how a great deal of European politicians seek to dismantle hope for refugees who either               
reside in or try to head towards Europe. These mechanisms emphasise an unequal             
distribution of hope between European citizens and Syrian refugees which brings us            
back to life in Naba'a.  

In this chapter, I have explored and discussed the cruelty of the women’s             
optimism and societal hope. The women’s hopes seemed to be rooted in an unequal              
social process, that not only was founded within the Lebanese borders among its             
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diverse population, but which also produced and distributed hopes between Syrian           
refugees residing in Lebanon and European citizens residing in a European           
nation-state. Two different ways of being able to formulate hopes which leads to two              
different ways of engaging mobility and to unfold a live. 
 

GIVING UP ON HOPE 

In Naba'a, the women developed a two-sided strategy for navigating, online and            
offline, while “waiting it out”. They sought to engage their “motility” where upward             
mobility was seen as a necessity for gaining social being. One year after leaving              
Naba'a, I still talk with the women on WhatsApp. We often exchange voice messages to               
stay updated about each other’s lives. The women in Naba'a are still stuck while              
“waiting out the desirable to end”. 

However, one of the women didn’t manage to endure the “stuckedness”. In            
March 2019, I received a voice message from Alya. With a tearful voice, Alya told me                
that she and her family would be going back to Syria. Bites from her messages end                
“Hayaatna bi-Naba'a”.  

Alya’s house in Deir ez-Zour was bombed and destroyed years ago and since             6

2011 several of her family members were killed by ISIL . At the moment, fights between               7

ISIL and SDF frequently take place, and there is no running water, electricity nor jobs               8

or security within this province. Still, Alya felt that life back in Deir ez-Zour was better                
than life in Lebanon. 

Alya was a strong, loving and caring mom. By every means she tried to frame a                
home for her family within their 8 m2 apartment in Naba'a. After fleeing to a camp for                 
internally displaced people and later on escaping to Lebanon, Alya eventually found that             
life in Naba'a was too hard and too cruel. Even though she tried to hold on to the hopes                   
for a brighter future, she didn’t manage to find a place where she could “plant love”.                
Alya had to give up the hopes for upward mobility and instead return to what she and                 
her family tried to escape from in the first place.  

Talks and debates about Syrians “voluntary” returning to Syria from Lebanon           
have lately started to fill the news (DR 2018; BBC 2019; TDS 2019). Since July 2018,                

6 Eastern part of Syria 
7 The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant 
8 The Syrian Democratic Forces 
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the Lebanese authorities have been arranging returns of refugees to Syria, claiming            
these returns are wholly voluntary (Amnesty International 2019) but using the term            
“voluntary” in this context have been heavily criticized from various sides (AUB 2018;             
Amnesty International 2019; HRW 2019; UNHCR 2019). As stated by Amnesty           
International (2019): “To be truly voluntary it must be based on their free and informed               
consent (...) Many Syrian refugees who apply to leave Lebanon are not in a position to                
take a free and informed decision”.  

Alya and her family could be seen as being part of such a group of Syrians who                 
“voluntary” have returned from Lebanon to Syria. Whether that actually being “voluntary”            
and based on a free consent, I hereby invite the viewer, based on this thesis’ analysis                
and discussion, to reflect on. It is my hope that this thesis paper and thesis product will                 
contribute to debates and discussions about the lived life among displaced Syrian            
women in Lebanon and what could and should be done in order to support this group of                 
people to become able to pursue their hopes and live a viable life, here and now as well                  
as in the future. 
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5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

HAYAATNA BI-NABA’A 

The Syrian women came up with the title “Hayaatna bi-Naba'a” [Our lives in             

Naba'a] and as the film unfolds, the viewer is invited to explore moments of the               

women’s lives in Naba'a and to reflect on their situation. Inspired by Minh-ha’s critique              

of Western regimes’ production of knowledge (1991) and Marks’ criticism of           

conventional ethnographic documentary film portraying “the Other” in stereotypical ways          

(2000), I sought to challenge dominant perceptions of knowledge and representations of            

power by including the women in this project as much as possible. The audiovisual              

methods served as a platform for an ongoing collaboration where the women and I kept               

re-viewing the material and exchanged feedback on the analysis (see also Rouch &             

Morin 1961; Asch 1982; Elder 1995; Friedman 2013). 

Visual anthropological work serves as an engine for experimental, collaborative          

fieldwork and research (Pink 2007; Castaing-Taylor 2016; Cox et al. 2016). In Naba'a,             

the audiovisual methods served as a means to co-produce material for the film and to               

co-create knowledge and receive feedback. But the material also framed the process of             

research, analysis, and representation, as it provided perspectives on the women’s           

thinking, being and acting. The various photos of food and family gatherings stressed             

the importance of seeking to obtain “comfort” while photos of the streets from the              

women’s balconies underscored the women’s immobility. The mental maps of Naba'a           

stressed the women’s chaotic surroundings and difficult life while maps of their homes             

and smartphones highlighted the need of breathing spaces and “escaping” this Naba'a. 

The aim of the thesis is to reach out to an audience lying beyond academia as                

visual anthropological work intends to make engagements with a broader audience           

(Hughes-Freeland et al. 2007:97). With this text and film I seek to provide a more               

accessible ground than solely words for incorporating the suspense and responses of            

listeners (inspired by MacDougall 1998).  

Like the paper, the film at first presents the outside of Naba'a to frame the               

women’s lives. We hear noises and sounds from the busy and crowded streets. We see               

pictures of trash, scooters and dirty street corners. We sense the chaotic and hectic              
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vibe with scarce space for air [hawa], breathing and being. The women’s mental maps              

and their statements tell about their current troubled life, the oppressive structures and             

lack of movement while the photos from the women’s balconies underline their stuck             

and marginalised position.  

After understanding the women’s difficult lives in Naba'a, we dive inside the            

women’s homes exploring how they come around these challenges and make a living.             

Music from a telephone and sounds of small talks add notions of “comfort” within              

Naba'a’s uncomfortable environment and pictures of home prepared meals, makeup,          

selfies and family gatherings appeal to feelings of “normalcy”. These various photos of             

the women’s everyday practices show how most of the life, right now, takes place              

indoor which emphasises the women’s endurance and “non-navigation”.  

The photos and mental maps of smartphones underline the huge role           

smartphones play to the women’s connection and communication with the world on the             

other side of Naba'a. Adding to this, we see the women talk about their notions of hope                 

and a future life which, as Jamila state, is mainly engaged by the use of the phone. 

In order to break with these modes of “comfort” and add reflections on the              

women’s “stuckedness”, other statements and mental maps tell about the women’s           

depriving life situation and lack of progression. This underlines the women’s position in             

a limbo and how they were “waiting it out”.  

At the end of the film, Hala talks about her future life when she becomes an                

important person not living in Naba’a anymore. Shortly afterwards we hear some of the              

voice notes I received from Alya. With a sad and tearful voice, Alya tells about her                

upcoming return to Syria which emphasizes her grief and sorrow about this. Alya’s             

statements and her return to Syria underline the lack of possibilities when being stuck in               

Naba'a. 

The contrast between Hala’s hopes for upward mobility and Alya’s          

disappointment about the lack of the very same underscores the women’s precarious            

life situation in Naba'a with little space to move, breathe and live. In the film we see how                  

the women were “waiting it out” and how they sought to engage themselves in their               

everyday life. But as the end of the film points out, the women’s optimism was cruel and                 

the outcome of their situation uncertain; leaving them either with the option to keep              

“waiting it out” or to give up the hopes for upward mobility and instead go back to the                  
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places that the women sought to escape from in the first place.  

 

AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE 

The film adds insights into life in Naba'a and, in line with the paper, the spectator                

is invited into a mode of reflection where she both can reflect on the lived life in Naba'a,                  

the lack of mobility and the women’s longing for a viable future.  

In haptic visuality, the eyes themselves function like organs of touch (Marks            

2000:162). It is a form of vision that moves on the surface before knowing what’s               

emerging (ibid.:161-162). In “Hayaatna bi-Naba’a”, the analogue photos’ grainy surface          

appeal to haptic visuality as the spectator only after moving on the surface on these               

partly blurred pictures, can seek to dive deeper into the photo’s meaning. Haptic cinema              

is a tool for exploring and it appeals strongly to a viewer perceiving with all the senses                 

(ibid.:184). With the film’s photos, the viewer becomes engaged tactilely and is invited to              

define a kind of knowledge based in touch via all senses. 

Documentary images show the relationships between the photographer and the          

subjects and they always describe the political context in which they were created             

(Köhn 2016:18). As the material is produced by the women, the images speak about              

their political context. In the film I’ve added an intro and outro text to frame the film and                  

the fieldwork but as the film unfolds no additional text is added. Instead, the spectator is                

invited to explore the film based on the women’s output as this by itself tells about the                 

reality in which the images were produced.  

Yet, I am still credited as the editor of the film as I reckon organising the material                 

accordingly to my analysis would bridge the gap between the women’s lifeworld, my             

analysis and the viewer’s interpretations. I’ve added statements and mental maps from            

the women in order to support and elaborate on the photos’ content and the women’s               

stuck situation in Naba'a. During fieldwork and in the process of editing the paper and               

product, I have been questioning the production of knowledge. I didn’t intend to do “the               

God trick ” (Haraway 1988:584) and in order to be transparent about my position and              9

intervention in the field, I have edited the film in a way that also presents my influence.  

9 The God trick: A kind of objectivity, in which the subject is split apart and distanced from the object 
which Haraway argues is impossible and an illusion 
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Together with the women’s voices in the film, I seek to imply a focus on me to                 

highlight the process of the shared and situated knowledge. “Hayaatna bi-Naba'a” is not             

simply a collage of the women’s audiovisual material. Instead, I have erupted the flow of               

photos by adding various of the women’s statements, mental maps and soundscapes            

both to structurize the film and to emphasize my impact in the field.  

 

THE VIEWER AND THE VIEWED 

The aim of observational filmmaking is to reveal the subjects’ actions and to             

present their lives in their continuity (Carta 2005:1). Here, the viewer is placed in the               

role of an observer (MacDougall 1998:126). Observational filmmaking methods have          

been influential in shaping ethnographic cinema (Carta 2015:1) but they have as well             

been criticized for objectifying and dehumanizing the human subjects of its gaze            

(Grimshaw 2009:1).  

The aim of this thesis is to pass the mic and to bring focus on the voices of a                   

group of people who normally are placed in the margins of society. The thesis and               

especially the film invites the women, the human subjects at the core of this project, to                

express themselves via sounds, maps and photos thereby breaking with the           

“observational” style. The viewer of the film is not invited to “observe” the events as they                

occur but to explore the women’s voices and to comprehend the meaning behind the              

women’s modes of expressions. 

As the women directed the mic, the pen and the lens, they chose what they               

wanted to share and not to share. Their means to express themselves created the              

scope for the film - both to avoid a dehumanisation of the women but also because I                 

believe observational cinema would not have given access to the women’s lifeworld in             

the same way. As the women share their stories, we are invited to come as close as                 

possible to their lives in Naba'a without actually being there.  

In the film, we are confronted with various “returned gazes” which take abound             

with evidence of the camera being acknowledged by the subjects filmed (Ahmad            

2013:51). “The return-of-the-gaze interpretive move is aimed at recovering resistance or           

at least a trace of agency for the nameless masses trapped like insects within              
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modernity's visual archive” (Ahmad 2013:53). As the women looked into the eye of the              

camera while being aware of the intention of these photos, their returned gazes present              

an agency and the will to share a voice that normally isn’t presented in the mass media.                 

With their “returned gazes” a bridge between the viewer and the viewed is built and in                

these moments where gazes meet, difference lifeworld meet and a possibility for            

connection, recognition and reflections arise.  

Art should provide an in-depth view of the human condition’s complex           

circumstances as an opposition to the media’s quick shot in responses to crisis             

(Biemann 2008:91). In “Hayaatna bi-Naba'a” I seek to reflect contemporary awareness           

of how we (as spectators presumably more privileged than the women in Naba'a) live              

our lives, how the women (as displaced female Syrians in Lebanon) live their lives and               

how we impact one another. 

“Hayaatna bi-Naba'a” is not a piece of art as such. Rather, I would call it               

“experimental ethnography” (Russell 1999), which can be understood as “experimental          

or essayistic documentary films and videos that engage in areas of anthropological            

enquiry” (Köhn 2016:11). With the film’s experimental ethnographic approach, it          

engages the audience into the anthropological insights of life in Naba'a. The film brings              

the spectator into close engagement with the women’s lifeworld and offers a group of              

people who are excluded from political representation a chance to articulate the ways in              

which they live their lives and the ways they are dominated.  

With this thesis, I have explored aspects of a group of Syrian women’s lives in               

Naba'a. The thesis provides insights into the ways the women experienced their            

lifeworld and how they were affected by and interacted with various challenges on             

various layers. I invite the reader to move from the outside of Naba'a through the doors                

to the inside of the women’s homes and the open internet windows and through this               

movement to contemplate the different layers of the women’s everyday practices and            

life situation.  

In Naba’a, the women were “waiting it out” seeking to endure their “stuckedness”.             

As the world the women were living in was often hard, challenging and unbearable,              

they, especially via their smartphones, sought to experience moments of “comfort”,           

“friendship”, “truthfulness”, and “normalcy” and to activate hopes for an upward mobility.            

But as the realization of the women’s “societal hopes” were difficult, if not impossible, to               
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attain, these hopes often led to experiences of “cruel optimism”. The women’s hopes             

were rooted in an unequal social process where mobility was (and still is) distributed              

unevenly to different groups of citizens and non-citizens.  

Anthropologists have an obligation to address the social issues of our time (Boas             

in Fassin 2013:625) and as argued in the introduction, I hope this thesis’ insights into               

the women’s lifeworld and everyday practices and the discussion about “societal hopes”            

can contribute to the ongoing debates about how we think and talk about displaced              

people’s lives in Syria’s neighbouring countries. 
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6. THESIS PRODUCT: “HAYAATNA BI-NABA’A” 
Link to Vimeo : https://vimeo.com/357483760 - watch in 1080p (password: NABAA) 10

Link to YouTube: https://youtu.be/pU96MVw-tOk - watch in 1080p 
Link to WeTransfer for download: https://we.tl/t-tDmot8CicM (link expires 10.09.2019) 

 

 
  

10 The film has been uploaded to a private folder on my work’s, Center for Kunst og Interkultur, Vimeo Pro 
account (which I am the administrator of) 
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APPENDIX 1: Abstract 
This thesis paper and thesis product are based on five months of visual             

anthropological fieldwork conducted with more than 20 displaced Syrian and Syrian           

Kurdish women in the neighbourhood of Naba'a in the eastern suburbs of Lebanon’s             

capital, Beirut, within Bourj Hammoud - one of the most densely populated areas in the               

Middle East. 

After eight years of conflict in Syria, nearly 13 million people from Syria are              

displaced. More than six million people have fled the crisis internally, more than five              

million people now live in neighboring countries and about one million displaced people             

have fled to Europe. Around 1.5 million refugees from Syria reside in Lebanon which              

makes it the country with the highest number of refugees per capita in the world – with                 

one refugee for every four nationals (SAWA 2019). As the war in Syria rages on, and                

Syrian refugees in neighboring countries face increasingly restrictive conditions,         

debates in Lebanon surrounding the return of refugees to Syria have emerged. At the              

same time European nation states are tightening their asylum regulations and fortifying            

their external borders with politicians frequently arguing for the necessity of keeping            

refugees in Syria’s neighbouring countries.  

This thesis seeks to contribute with new perspectives on the ways in which             

displaced people - in particular women - are dealing with the situation in Syria’s              

neighbouring countries. With the aid of theories on human agency, hope, waiting,            

imagination, (im)mobility and social navigation, I analyse these women’s lifeworld; the           

different ways they attempt to conduct their everyday lives in the present whilst waiting              

and hoping for change. I show how the women’s lives were characterized by             

uncertainty, immobility, and continuous attempts to maintain hope for a better future. I             

discuss the distribution of hope and mobility and how maintaining hope in various ways              

impacted their lives. 

The thesis product, “Hayaatna bi-Naba'a”, is a photo film that consists of            

audiovisual material co-produced by the women from Naba'a. Based on a feedback            

process with these women, I have put the material into a film that presents an               

audiovisual analysis of the women’s everyday life in Naba'a. The film and the paper              

complement each other as the film follows the structure of the paper while various of the                
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paper’s analytical points are based on the film’s audiovisual expressions. Both the film             

and the paper provide insights into the women’s lifeworld. By various means, the paper              

and product shed light on the women’s everyday practices and their engagement of             

mobility and hope while “waiting it out” in Naba'a. 

 

Keywords: displacement, (im)mobility, hope, waiting, crisis, limbo, (non)navigation, 

imagination, migration, stuckedness, smartphones, visual anthropology, co-produced 

knowledge, Lebanon, Syria’s neighbouring countries, Syrian refugees, women 
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APPENDIX 2: Map of Naba'a 

 
Source: UN Habitat 2017 -The Naba'a Neighbourhood Profile and Strategy 
(https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/UN-Habitat_2017.05.08_NPS_Naba'a_web.pdf) 
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APPENDIX 3: Map of Lebanon 

 
Source: Infoplease (https://www.infoplease.com/atlas/middle-east/lebanon-map) 
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APPENDIX 4: Overview of key participants 
This list only presents the key participants from fieldwork (marked with bold) and their family 
relations 
 

● In Naba'a: Samira (46), Hala (17), Hayat (16) //From Afrin (Kurdish part of Syria) 
- live together with son/brother  
○  In Germany: Husband, son/brother, daughter/sister (+daughter/sister’s husband 

and son) 
■ (family members in Syria, Rojava (Kurdish part of Syria), Turkey, 

Germany and Netherlands) 
 

● In Naba'a: Cairo (19), Amira(15) //From Afrin (Kurdish part of Syria) 
- live together with mother, father and two brothers 
○ In Germany: Brother, in Turkey: Brother, in Cyprus: Brother 

■ (family members in Syria, Rojava (Kurdish part of Syria), Turkey, 
Germany, Cyprus and Sweden) 

 
● In Naba'a: Jamila (22) //From Afrin (Kurdish part of Syria) 

- lives together with husband  
○ In Germany: Dad, brother and sister (+sister’s husband and son) 

■ (family members in Syria, Rojava (Kurdish part of Syria), Turkey and 
Germany) 

 
● In Naba'a: Laila (22) //From Raqqa (Kurdish part of Syria) 

- lives together with mother, father, grandmother, sister and two brothers 
○ In Germany: fiancé 

■ (family members in Syria, Rojava (Kurdish part of Syria), Turkey, 
Germany and Iraq) 

 
● In Naba'a: Alya (37) //From Deir ez-Zour (Eastern Syria) 

- lives together with husband, son and two daughters 
■ (family members in Syria, Turkey and Germany) 

 
● In Naba'a: Heba (24) //From Idlib (Northwestern Syria) 

- lives together with husband and daughter 
○ In Canada: Uncle and aunt 

■ (family members in Syria, Turkey, Germany, Canada and Sweden) 
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APPENDIX 5: Mental Maps 
Mental maps of “Naba'a”: 

 
 
Mental maps of “home”: 
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Mental maps of “smartphone”: 
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APPENDIX 6: Tool kit 
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